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Marlborough Sound To Wellington Post-Tour

Join Garden and Nature Tours with C. Colston Burrell, and local guide Peter 
Gibbs to continue our adventure in the land Down Under. We travel north from 
Christchurch to explore coastal towns and gorgeous gardens on both the 
South and North islands. As we did on the main tour, we plan to visit public 
and private gardens, as well as many natural wonders. 

Our first destination is the west coast town of Punakaiki. The journey affords 
breathtaking views of deep valleys and snowy mountain ranges. . From here 
we head to Nelson, with one of the highest sunshine hours in the country. The 
province has interesting topographical contrasts, from rugged mountains to 
extensive alluvial flats; from rough grazing land to intensive close backed 
farming; from desolation to virgin forest. With three National Parks on its outer 
fringes, Nelson is a great place to enjoy incredible gardens set against 
dramatic scenery. 

Our next destination is Blenheim, the Marlborough region’s main commercial 
center and the hub of its famous wine industry. Blenheim has long been a 
source of quality, bountiful produce, from the kumara plantations of the early 
Māori, to the sheep farms, vineyards and olive groves of European settlers. The 
surrounding Wairau Plains are dominated by rows of grape vines and 
scattered with wineries. The gardens in this region are outstanding and sure to 
delight you. 

Our return to the North Island is by ferry from Picton. We travel across the  
Cook Strait to the capital city of Wellington at the southern tip of the North 
Island. Our final days in New Zealand are spent visiting some extraordinary 
gardens in and around Wellington. International departures are from 
Wellington. 



Tour Itinerary Highlights

•Partake of a three course welcome dinner 

•Enjoy visits to 10 private gardens, including Bhudevi, Hortensia House and 
Paloma Gardens 

•Experience the exhilaration and dramatic beauty of Arthur’s Pass 

•Visit 3 extraordinary botanical gardens including Queens Garden and Otari 
Native Garden 

•Explore the geology, flora and fauna of Paparoa National Park on the rugged 
Pacific Coast 

•Discover the cuisine and culture of 4 cities — Punakaiki, Nelson, Blenheim and 
Wellington 

•Cross Cook Strait from the South Island to the North Island on a Bluebridge Ferry 

•Visit Te Papa Museum to discover precious Māori and Pacific treasures and the 
National Art Collection 

•Marvel at colorful native birds that enliven the gardens we visit with beauty and 
song 

•Bid farewell to fellow travelers and toast the conclusion of our trip at a 
sumptuous farewell dinner 



Tour Details

TOUR DURATION 6 Nights / 7 Days 

TOUR INCLUSIONS 

† Airport transfers 

† Six nights hotel accommodations  

† Breakfast and lunch daily 

† Welcome and farewell dinners 

† Additional meals as specified in the itinerary 

† Sightseeing and transportation by luxury coach    

as outlined in the program itinerary 

† Escort throughout tour—C. Colston Burrell 

† Expert local guide Peter Gibbs throughout the 

tour 

† Water and snacks in the coach 

† Admissions to all parks and gardens 

† Guided garden and natural history excursions  

† WiFi internet access on coach and hotels 

† Hotel and restaurant taxes and service charges 

† Gratuities to your local driver and guide 

    
NOT INCLUDED IN THE TOUR 

† Round-trip airfare from home cities 

† Travel insurance 

† Airport fees, taxes and baggage charges 

† Meals not included in the itinerary 

† Alcoholic beverages during the trip 

† Optional sightseeing or recreational activities 

† Gratuities to your tour escort, as well as servers,  

luggage handlers or  housekeeping  

† Covid test on departure if required 

† Any other items not specifically mentioned as 

included in the itinerary  



Tour Pricing and Registration

TOUR DURATION 

6 Nights / 7 Days 

***DETAILED ITINERARY UPON REGISTRATION*** 

PRICING 

Based on 15-19 Travelers 

$3,060.00 Land Price — Double Occupancy 

$525.00 Single Supplement 

Based on 10-14 Travelers 

$3,885.00 Land Price — Double Occupancy 

$525.00 Single Supplement 

Fewer than 10 travelers may result in a small surcharge 

Itinerary subject to change without notice 

DEPOSIT 

$1,000.00 per person with reservation to secure your spot

TO REGISTER AND VIEW TERMS AND CONDITIONS VISIT: 

https://www.friendshiptours.net/group-travel 

Select “Group Sign In”. Enter the Tour Code 23OCT15NZ in the box labeled “Make a New 
Reservation.” 

***Special thanks to Karl Gercens for many of the lovely images in this brochure*** 

https://www.friendshiptours.net/group-travel


Registration Details

ARRIVAL: Sunday, October 29, 2023 travelers continuing from 
the Main Tour onto the Post Tour will be transferred from 
Christchurch to Punakaiki via Arthur’s Pass & Greymouth by 
private coach along with your guide. 
 

RETURN: Saturday, November 4, 2023 depart for home from  
Wellington International Airport (WLG). Arrange your flight 
home to the USA for an evening departure. 
 

COST (with 10-14 paying guests):   
$3,885. per person based on double occupancy 
+$525. per person single supplement 
 

COST (with 15-19 paying guests):   
$3,060. per person based on double occupancy 
+$525. per person single supplement 
 

AIR TRAVEL: Do not purchase air until you have been advised 
that the minimum number of travelers for this tour has been 
reached. This trip is based on a minimum of 10 travelers.  
International Flight arrangements are not included in this tour 
package. A copy of your passport will be required at time of 
final payment.   
 

RESERVATIONS VIA FRIENDSHIP TOURS: 
CALL: 800-243-1630 and ask for NEW ZEALAND tour with  
C. Colston Burrell 
 

ON LINE : www.friendshiptours.net/group-travel  
and select “Group Sign In”. Enter the Tour Code 
23OCT15NZ in the box labeled “Make a New 
Reservation.” 
 

DEPOSIT: $1,000 per person with reservation to secure 
your spot on both the POST-TOUR & the MAIN TOUR. 
2ND PAYMENT:  $2,000 per person due May 5, 2023 
FINAL PAYMENT: balance due Aug 4, 2023 
Please reserve now. Small group tour.  
Commitment required in order for trip to operate. 
 

CANCELLATION POLICY: If a passenger cancels after 
deposit to May 5, 2023, the fee is $1,000; May 6 to Aug 4, 2023, 
the fee is $2,000 pp;  no refunds if cancelled after Aug 4, 2023. 
 

PASSPORT: U.S. Citizens: Valid Passport required and must be 
valid 6 months past the return date. Non U.S. Citizens are    
responsible for obtaining proper documentation for travel. 
 
PRICES & ITINERARY: Prices are valid at time of publication. 
Friendship Tours shall not be liable for any fluctuation in price 
or change in schedule or equipment or accommodations for 
any travel booking or travel service to be provided by a Travel 
Supplier. Changes to itineraries may become necessary. These 

changes will not be considered a material change and will not 
be cause for cancellation or refund. This itinerary is planned & 
operated by Southern World. Friendship Tours acts solely as 
the liaison between Southern World & Garden & Nature Tours. 
 

COVID-19: PROOF OF VACCINATION,  
TRIP PROTECTION COVERAGE, BED REST/QUARANTINE:  
All travelers are strongly requested to be double vaccinated 
with the COVID-19 vaccine and have a booster(s) wherever 
possible to participate in this tour. All passengers should bring 
their Proof of Vaccination & valid ID Cards on the tour.  At this 
time, there are no travel requirements by New Zealand or the 
USA to have proof of vaccine or proof of a negative COVID test. 
 
 

Proof of travel insurance with the added option of BED 
REST/QUARANTINE coverage is required for this tour. Your  
travel insurance policy must cover medical expenses and  
lodging in the event of COVID-19 infection. If a traveler  
catches COVID-19 during their stay in New Zealand, they must 
leave the tour & quarantine for 5 days to return to the tour (or 
may elect to fly home). Travelers are responsible for the costs 
of lodging during quarantine. Friendship Tours can assist with 
the purchase of trip protection coverage through Travel       
Insured International’s Worldwide Trip Protector Plan includ-
ing the option of Bed Rest coverage. 
 

No financial compensation will be provided to guests who 
miss any or all of the tour due to COVID-19.  
 

Additionally, Travel Insured International o!ers a policy with 
the option for CANCEL FOR ANY REASON coverage when 
purchased within 14 days of your initial deposit - ask  
Friendship Tours for more information. Or request a quote 
online: https://www.travelinsured.com/agency/?r=http:%
2F%2Fwww.friendshiptours.net&p=    Agency #18649 
 

RESPONSIBILITY: This package is subject to our full terms and 
conditions which can be found on our website at https://
www.friendshiptours.net/tour-policies. Paper copies are 
available upon request. By signing up for the tour, making 
a payment and continuing to use our services, you are 
agreeing to be bound by the Terms and Conditions.  

NEW ZEALAND: Gardens from Marlborough Sound to Wellington 
Escorted by C. Colston Burrell 

October 29 - November 4, 2023   6 Nights / 7 Days 



Map



Itinerary

Today, we transfer from Christchurch to Punakaiki via Arthur’s Pass and Greymouth. The 
stunning scenery along our route is sure to make the journey memorable. Marvel at 
snowcapped peaks and rushing streams as we traverse the deep glacial valley on a 
suspended causeway. Lunch is on your own today at one of our scenic stops. 

Located on the wild West Coast of the South Island, Punakaiki is famous for its pancake stack 
rock formations, carved over millions of years by the wind, sea and West Coast rain. If you’re 
not a geologist don’t worry, you’ll still love it here appreciating the forces at work that can be 
seen at the many vantage points. In order to fully appreciate the coastal views and get close 
to the blowholes, pancake rock formations and surge pools, there is a 20-minute walk which is 
accessible from the main road in town. 

Our hotel for a one-night stay is The Ocean View Retreat. This modern accommodation 
complex located on Punakaiki Beach near the world famous Pancake Rocks and Blowholes on 
the West Coast of the South Island. The resort has been designed to maximize the surrounding 
environment with beautiful ocean and rainforest views of the Paporoa National Park.  

Upon arrival for a one-night stay, check in with time to relax before enjoying a three course 
dinner at our hotel restaurant. Night at The Ocean View Retreat. (D) 

  DAY 1 - 29 October  Christchurch to Punakaiki



Itinerary

Today, after our included breakfast, we check out and transfer from Punakaiki to Nelson via 
Murchison and Kohatu. Enroute our first visit is Paparoa National Park, where luxuriant coastal 
forest, limestone cliffs and canyons, caves and underground streams are all packed into one 
national park along a spectacular coastline. The bizarre ‘pancake-stack’ coastal formations 
attract visitors to the area. The Punakaiki Pancake Rocks are distinctive formations like stacks of 
newspapers. This stunning formation was formed over 30 million years ago from minute 
fragments of dead marine creatures and plants which landed on the seabed about 6,500 feet 
below the surface. Immense pressure caused the fragments to solidify into erodible layers. 

Our destination this afternoon is the town of Nelson. Sunny Nelson lives up to its name with one 
of the highest numbers of sunny days in the country. The province has interesting topographical 
contrasts, from rugged mountains to extensive alluvial flats, from rough grazing land to intensive 
close backed farming, from desolation to virgin forest. Nelson is the commercial center and 
seaport for a fertile, highly productive and extremely beautiful district noted for fruit and hop 
farming as well as general agriculture and vineyards. Lunch is on your own today. 

Upon arrival in Nelson, we visit Queens Gardens, a beautiful example of a classical Victorian 
ornamental park, formally opened in 1892 to celebrate the Jubilee of Queen Victoria. The park 
was designed around the residual part of the Maitai River called the Eel Pond, a food gathering 
place for the Māori. The Gardens are inspired by an intimate, Victorian garden. The larger park 
landscape contains a diverse plant and notable tree collection, as well as places for social and 
civic gatherings, relaxation and enjoyment. Stroll around and enjoy the park’s sculptures, which 
include The Cupid Fountain, the Water Wheel, the Boer War memorial, and fine memorial gates 
at both main entrances. The Queens Gardens are registered as a historic place with the New 
Zealand Historic Places Trust.  

After our garden visit, we check into our bayside hotel for one night. Dinner is on your own. 
Night at Rutherford Hotel Nelson. (B) 

  DAY 2 - October 30  Paparoa National Park to Nelson



Itinerary

Today, after our included breakfast, we check out and transfer from Nelson to Blenheim via 
Havelock and Renwick. This is the first of two days packed with garden visits. Our first stop is 
Thackwood Gardens, a three-acre property with commanding views of Tasman Bay. The 
garden sweeps down a step, lushly planted terraced bank to a large pond at the bottom of a 
flat paddock. Near the lofty house set above the paddock the mood is gentle with an 
emphasis on fragrance and beauty. A wide brick path and gabled colonial arbor is bordered 
with roses and cottage plantings. The pond is planted with natives, camellias and hydrangeas.	
Following our garden visit, enjoy lunch at the Mussel Pot Restaurant in Havelock. 

Hortensia House Garden, our next stop, boasts masses of color coordinated flowers in hazy 
pastels, with blue and yellow plantings to match the trim on the Victorian style house. Blue is 
carried through the garden as a key color in the bridge and outdoor furniture. Owner Huguette 
Michel-Fleurie also  has extended plantings of her cherished blue hydrangeas to line the entire 
driveway and create a stunning sight in summer. 

Next we visit Woodend Gardens, with seven acres of garden and a 10-acre vineyard of 
sauvignon blanc grapes. Enter through a formal gateway and along a curved drive lined with 
blue agapanthus that sets a stunning scene for the established gardens, which feature many 
unique elements and hidden sanctuaries. Large specimen trees are also established on the 
property including eucalyptus, liquidambar, dogwoods, and magnolias. 

Our final visit of the day, Upton Oaks Garden, has graced the pages of numerous books and 
magazines plus television screens and is visited by many national and international visitors each 
year. Varied garden rooms are contained within a formal framework of hedges and walls to 
complement the style of the 1911 Victorian Villa. A favorite feature is the large formal 17th 
century-style knot garden. We end the day in Blenheim, the Marlborough region’s main 
commercial center and the hub of its famous wine industry. 

After touring four stellar gardens, we check into our hotel for two nights. Dinner is on your own. 
Night at Scenic Hotel Marlborough. (B, L) 

  DAY 3 - October 31  Gardens from Nelson to Blenheim



Itinerary

After our included breakfast, we start an ambitious day of garden visits at Winterhome Garden, 
a 10-acre formal garden designed by owners Richard and Sue Macfarlane. Winterhome 
features a wealth of atmospheric vistas and settings nestled above the rugged Marlborough 
coastline. Enjoy and explore this world class garden featuring strong lines, intersecting axes, and 
a variety of flora species. With mass plantings, sensational Pacific Ocean views and year 
around appeal, the garden celebrates the incredible vision of its founders. 

Our next visit is Barewood Garden, recognized as a six-star Garden of International Significance 
by the New Zealand Gardens Trust. Barewood is a constantly evolving artwork of inspired plant 
and color combinations lovingly created by Carolyn and Joe Ferraby. This large country 
garden spreads across four acres in the spectacular Awatere Valley. It is serene, intimate and 
undoubtedly unique. Inspired by a quote from Gertrude Jekyll that "a garden should curtsy to 
the house", Carolyn created a lush, colorful and fragrant landscape that perfectly frames the 
100-year-old homestead. After touring, enjoy a platter lunch and wine tasting at Wither Hills 
Vineyard. 

Our final visit today is Bhudevi Garden, with its commanding views of the Richmond Range and 
Wither Hills. There is a native garden along the creek, a secluded rock and fern garden, and an 
elevated garden with mountain views. Adjacent to the house are smaller garden rooms and a 
citrus garden, bordered by a myrtle hedge and a pavilion enclosed in wisteria. The delightful 
potager features large raised beds and espalier apple trees, and an abundance of vegetables 
and flowers. 

After touring these diverse gardens, we return to our hotel. Dinner on your own. Night at Scenic 
Hotel Marlborough. (B, L)

  DAY 4 - November 1  Gardens In and Around Blenheim



Itinerary

After our included breakfast, we check out and journey to Picton, a popular holiday resort on 
the eastern arm of Queen Charlotte Sound. From here, we cross Cook Strait on a Bluebridge 
Ferry and enjoy real Kiwi hospitality. On board we find a full café-style menu and spectacular 
views. Our destination is Wellington at the southern tip of the North Island. 

Wellington, the Capital of New Zealand, is known for its vibrant arts scene, world class café and 
restaurant culture and active outdoor lifestyle. Upon arrival we meet our coach and begin our 
sightseeing and garden explorations. Our first stop is Wellington Botanic Garden, including lunch 
at the Picnic Café within the Lady Norwood Rose Garden. The garden features 61 acres of 
protected native forest, curated collections and seasonal displays, and an amazing range of 
beautiful, botanical plant species from all over the world. Important collections pay tribute to 
New Zealand's natural heritage. The gardens feature a  large Victorian-style glasshouse, 
the  Begonia House, and the Treehouse Visitor Center. Large sculptures and carvings are 
located throughout the garden 

After our tour and lunch, we visit the Te Papa Museum for a Highlights Tour featuring Māori 
treasures and New Zealand history. 

Our final stop is Otari Native Botanic Garden for a guided tour. Close to downtown, this 12-acre 
botanic garden was established for the collection and preservation of New Zealand's native 
plants. The garden is nestled against the largest stand of natural forest on the Wellington 
peninsula to survive initial settlement and land clearing. A 250-foot Canopy Walkway entices 
visitors to explore 19 distinct collections including North Auckland plants, an alpine garden, a 
fernery, hebe and flax cultivars and a magnificent rock garden. The walkway, nearly 90 feet 
above the forest floor, provides a unique chance to view life in the top level of trees such as 
mature tawa, rewarewa and hinau, as well as the gardens' resident kereru (native wood 
pigeons) and tui, which can often be spied feeding or whooshing past on their search for food. 

After our final garden visit, we check into our elegant waterfront hotel for our final two nights. 
Dinner is on your own. Night at The QT Wellington. (B, L) 

  DAY 5 - November 2  Across Cook Strait to Wellington



Itinerary

After our included breakfast, we set out for a circuit tour to Whanganui and Palmerston North 
with visits to three extraordinary gardens. The gardens are widely spaced, so there will be a little 
extra time on the bus. 

Our first visit on our last day of touring is Paloma Gardens. Explore  these exotic gardens 
landscaped with plants from all over the world, including the jungles of Asia, the deserts of 
Africa and across the Americas. The garden is presented as several distinct zones, including the 
Palm Garden, Desert House, Garden of Death, Bamboo Forests, and Jardin Exotique. Paloma is 
home to several sculptures, most notably by Steuart Welch, Simone Jacquat and Clive Higgie.  

Next, we visit Greenhaugh Gardens and Nursery, with a picnic lunch in the Giraffe House. The 
gardens surround a colonial homestead built in 1874. Mature trees give the five-acre property 
its bones, while ponds and naturalized plantings add whimsy. On one side of the garden box-
hedges rein in exuberant old roses, with perennials and self-seeding annuals surrounding a 
French fountain. A wisteria-clad pergola, festooned with rambling roses and clematis leads 
through a tapestry of bearded iris with paths connecting from one vista to another. 

The gardens of Hlomo Hlomo take their name for the  Zulu phrase, meaning "I stuck my spear in 
the ground and claim it as mine." The Red Garden of bright foliage and flowers is the first stop 
on a tour of the garden. From here shady paths lead visitors past hostas and ferns, across 
boardwalks and timber walkways to explore the native bush that forms the backbone of the 
garden. Hlomo Hlomo is a sprawling garden, with many other areas, artwork and surprises to 
discover along the way. 

We return to the hotel to prepare for our farewell dinner at Hippopotamus Restaurant at your 
hotel. Night at The QT Wellington. (B, L, D) 

  DAY 6 - November 3  Dazzling Gardens North of Wellington

http://www.paloma.co.nz/gardens.html
http://www.paloma.co.nz/sculpture.html


Itinerary

After our included breakfast, check out by 10:00 and drop your luggage with the concierge. 
Enjoy the day at leisure until our departure. 

In the afternoon, we have a group transfer from the hotel to Wellington International Airport. 
Airport departure assistance will be provided by your guide. 

Today marks the end of our holiday in Aotearoa New Zealand. We trust you have made lasting 
memories and hope to welcome you back in the future. 

Depart Wellington International Airport on your International Flights for home. (B) 

  DAY 7 - November 4  Farewell to New Zealand, Welcome Home!




